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LETTER FROM THE CHAIR 
The idea for this special edition of the ETAI Forum was born at the July 2011 Summer 
ETAI Summer Conference called "The Power of Words."  A number of sessions at that 
conference were part of a symposium called "Lexical dimension in ELT" which was 
organized by the British Council and featured leading experts in Israel on the lexical 
approach to teaching English.  At the time, as editor of the Forum, I approached Leo 
Selivan who had organized the symposium for the British Council, and asked him if he 
would guest edit an edition of the ETAI Forum devoted to the Lexical Approach.  He 
agreed, suggesting that the special edition be published during 2013 to mark the ten-year 
anniversary of the Lexical Approach.

This special edition of the ETAI Forum is a truly international one. The authors of the 
articles, all leading ELT educators and proponents of the Lexical Approach, currently 
work in  England, Canada, Poland and Israel; they come from, and have worked all over 
the world. 

Every ETAI event and publication is the result of cooperation and collaboration among 
ETAI members and other volunteers.  Therefore, I would like to take this opportunity 
to thank all of those involved in this issue: the authors of the articles for sharing their 
expertise and knowledge, Maizie Avihayil for the layout with ECB, Karen Berzon for 
coordinating ads and publication, Forum editor Renee Wahl for her support of this issue.  
An enormous thank-you and a great deal of appreciation goes to guest editor Leo Selivan 
for all the time, effort, blood, sweat and tears that he has invested in this issue.  Thank-
you all!

Michele Ben

ETAI Chair

It’s a date

ETAI Winter Conference
Sunday December 1st, 2013
at Makif AMIT, Beer Sheva

Theme: “The Why and How of Enticing Them to Write”

Please submit form by November 3rd, 2013

See you there!

 


